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Find Report for DE-FG06-92ER14254 (D. M. Heinekey, University of Washington)

The central aim of this project is to exploit transition metal dihydrogen compiexes to

develop catalysts forisotope exchmge reactions ktweenhy&ogen and subsKates such as

water. We have partially met this goal by the synthesis of novel cationic rhenium complexes

of the form [Re(CO)3(PR3)2(H2)]+. These complexes bind hydrogen somewhat more strongly

than the neutral tungsten analogs but also activate the bound HZ to heterolytic cleavage. Thus

rapid proton (deuteron) exchange between hydrogen and water can be achieved. An example

of this reaction is the rapid formation of bound HD from the c.~~~plex
;’w

@e(CO)3(PR3)2(H2)]+. and deuteriurn gas. Rapid incorporation of deuterium horn D20 has

also been observed. In these systems, the competitive binding of water to the metal center is a
.,.,,

,.‘..
drawback. The affinity of the Re center for water depends upon the nature of the phosphine

Iigands, with the presumably more eIectrophilic PPh3 compIex binding water strongly .:a?d
....,,

,,,.:::

irreversibly, while the PCy3 complex binds water reversibly. These results have been

publishti(see J. Am. Chem. Sot. 1994,116,4515 and J. Am. Chem. Sot. J-997, 119, 4172)

In seeking to develop a ligand system which would allow for hydrogen binding and

activation to heterolytic cleavage but would be less electrophilic, we have prepared the

isonitrile analogs of the above described carbonyl complexes, such as [mer,?rans-

(PR3)2Re(NC-tBu)3&12)]+ (R= Cy, Ph), These complexes bind Hz very strongly, but do not

bind water as well as the carbonyl analogs(~. Am, Chetn. Sot. 1996, 118, 10792). Using these

Hz complexes, we have probed the mechanism of the H@2 exchange reaction and the

formation of HD. Monitoring of the reaction of [mer,trans-(PPh3)2Re(NC-tBu)3[Hz)]+ with

D2 gas by 31P NMR spectroscopy aIlowed the separate detection of the ReHz, ReDz and”

ReHD complexes. It is clearly seen that under anhydrous conditions, the HZ ligand is first

replaced by Dz, after which the HD complex is formed. The formation of the HD complex is

accelerated by the presence of HzO or DzO.
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In related work, we have shown that the pentakis isonitrile complex [Re(NC-tBu)5(H2)]+

can be prepared by protonation of the corresponding neutral methyl complex under an

atmosphere of hydrogen. This species is very thermally labile, and has so far not been isolated,

but is well characterized spectroscopically by H-D coupling and short proton relaxation times

in the bound hydrogen ligand. This complex extends the very Iimited set of complexes which

bind dihydrogen and have isonitrile coligands.

In an attempt to further probe the effect of charge on dihydrogen binding, we have

explored thes ynthesis and properties of dicationic osmium complexes. In particular, we have

studied the previously reported (by Meyer and coworkers) dihydric?e complex [Os(bpy)-

(PPh3)2(CO)(H]2]2+. Our data indicate that this complex must be reformulated as a dihydrogen

complex of Os(IIJ rather than an osmium(N) dihydride. The presence of a bound dihydrogen

Iigand is indicated by a short T1 value consistent with an H-H distance of 1.05 ~. In the

partially deuterated derivative, JFJ.IJ= 25.5 Hz was observed. By comparison to other

structuriilly characterized complexes, the observed H-D coupling is most consistent with a H-H

distance greater than 1 & which requires that the bound Hz ligand be in the slow rotation

regime. The dicationic complex is a strong acid, (pKa ca. -2), indicating that the bound Hz is

substantially activated toward heterolytic cleavage. The Hz Iigand is tightly bound to the metal

center, and does not undergo exchange with DZ over the course of several weeks at room

temperature. This complex has an unprecedented combination of strong Hz binding and high

acidity (Inorg. Chem. 1996,4396-4399).
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